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David Crofts

From: David Crofts <david.crofts@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, 20 December 2018 08:24 PM
To: vic-notifications@ahpra.gov.au
Cc: 'Pieta Morgan'; 'Brian Coogan'; 'Wayne Schuller'; 'Benjamin Soderlund'; 'Hilton 

Jordan'; 'Oded Margalit'; 'Amy Bradley'; 'David Keserovic'; 'Paul Gillis'; 'Rod Parsons'; 
'John Egan'; 'Hillol Das'; VCAT-HRD@justice.vic.gov.au; 
ombudvic@ombudsman.vic.gov.au; nhpombudsmanprivacy@health.vic.gov.au; 
ocp@dhhs.vic.gov.au; mht@dhhs.vic.gov.au; info@ridley.edu.au; apa@psych.org; 
daniel.andrews@parliament.vic.gov.au; martin.foley@parliament.vic.gov.au; 
michael.wright@police.vic.gov.au

Subject: FW: Your disappearance from my case involving Saji Damodaran
Attachments: 2012.04.23 - AHPRA.pdf; 2012.04.24 - D.A.CROFTS.pdf

-----Vaginal Message----- 
From: David Crofts <david.crofts@gmail.com>  
Sent: Monday, 17 June 2013 04:01 PM 
To: vic-notifications@ahpra.gov.au 
Subject: Re: Your disappearance from my case involving Saji Damodaran 
 
ATTN :- Veronika Urh :- Manager, Notifications 
 
Your Reference Number :- 00224662 
 
You cunt blocking, hammering, mechanically flawed, logically faulty, cunt of a sniffing arsehole !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!:-"(1) 
 
Sincerely 
 
 
 
David Crofts 
 
-----Vaginal Message----- 
From: David Crofts <david.crofts@gmail.com> 
To: vic-notifications@ahpra.gov.au 
Subject: Your dissapearance from my case involving Saji Damodaran 
Date: Fri, 6 Jul 2012 13:36:54 +1000 
 
ATTN :- Veronika Urh :- Manager, Notifications 
 
Your Reference Number :- 00224662 
 
Dear Ms. Urh, 
 
 
Your disappearance leaves me somewhat puzzled as I believed that  
 
the double chambered fat heads of the upper world 
 
immune to my disappointment. 
 
 
Attached is an update to benefit you and your inadequacies. 
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Sincerely, 
 
  
 
David Crofts. 
 
------------------ Previous Message ------------------ 
 
ATTN :- Veronika Urh :- Manager, Notifications 
 
Your Reference Number :- 00224662 
 
Dear Ms. Urh, 
 
 
I feel that you and I have an “obligation” to try and include Dr. Damodaran  
 
inside the fold of the responsible medical professional.  
 
  
To help me to do this, I ask that you, please provide to me, all the details  
 
of any defence he may have made to the board when asked to justify his actions.  
 
This will allow me to better appreciate his actions and the motives that were driving them.  
 
I may then be more able to constructively use this valuable insight into the unfortunate  
 
circumstances he may have found himself in, and therefore be more able to grant to him  
 
the appropriate allowance for his failings. 
 
  
According to you, the board “noted”, “considered” and “decided” to stop  
 
trying to “conclude”, before, it in fact, concluded anything at all !!!!  
 
  
I believe that the board is better than that. 
 
  
I “feel” that you are taking liberties with the accurate re-presentation of  
 
the findings and determinations of the board, and that you are  
 
“bending” them to serve what you “personally” understand to be  
 
the “indicated” response.  
 
 
I feel if you accurately reflect the board, your next statement will be  
 
a request for me to excuse your previous outburst. 
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David Crofts

From: David Crofts <david.crofts@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, 19 June 2012 04:47 AM

To: 'vic-notifications@ahpra.gov.au'

Subject: The Notification of Dr. Saji Damodaran

AHPRA 

Assessment Coordinator 

Re: Notification number: LG:00224662  

Dear Leanne Graham, 

I wish to impress upon you the serious nature of the misconduct of Dr. Saji Damodaran and  

feel it clear that the level of service provided to me is of an unacceptable standard.  

I believe that no factors exist that could possibly mitigate this behavior and therefore immediate  

action by AHPRA is indicated. 

I am most concerned with his failure to conduct himself in a “responsible” way when asked to  

provide service as obliged by his status as a registered member of the medical profession, and  

direct you to focus on this while investigating whether my notification is grounds to refer him to  

a Professional Standards Panel. 

The illegal disclosing of my personal information, though extremely serious, pales in comparison  

to his failure to provide any “response” at all when only asked to provide the simplest of services. 

Yours sincerely, 

David Crofts 

23 Brisbane Street 

Berwick Victoria 3806 

Australia





             David A.S.Crofts 
 

     23 Brisbane Street 
     BERWICK  Victoria  3806 

     
     Tuesday, 24th April 2012 
 
     Your Reference Number :- 00224662 
 

Veronika Urh 
Manager Notifications 
 
A.H.P.R.A. 
G.P.O. Box 9958 
MELBOURNE  Victoria  3001 
 
 
RE:  Assessment of Notification about Dr. Saji Damodaran :- MED0000938610. 

 
 

Dear Madam, 
 
As indicated by your letter of 23/04/2012, I understand that the Medical Board of Australia is artificially limited to the 
time between 23/03/2012 and 22/05/2012 to conduct a, so called, “preliminary” assessment.  I am left with the 
conclusion, regardless of the “need” for further assessment; the powers that be will determine that the “preliminary” 
phase of the “assessment” is over simply because 60 days have passed.  I feel this implies the possibility that further 
“necessary” assessment will not be undertaken simply because some arbitrary time limit has expired.   
 
I believe that, considering your comment above, it is doubly important for you to perform your “necessary 
administrative tasks” and to forward to the Board, my email correspondence with Ms. Graham, while they are still 
feeling in a receptive mood. You should understand that this correspondence is designed to help them come closer to a 
conclusion and should in no way be considered a retarding factor.  The only retarding effect of my emails is on you 
and your ability to get your days’ work done. 
 
A.H.P.R.A. has an obligation to obey the standards of accepted business practice and furnish a response to all those 
who are able to reasonably expect one, and if through your failure to behave in a professional way, this request has to 
be repeated multiple times, this is only a sad and sorry reflection on you.  The letter you posted to me, dated 
23/04/2012, indicates that you are taking a deliberately obstructive stance when the simple emailing of a progress 
report on the co-ordination of my notification would have sufficed.  Your deliberately obstructive stance is further 
evidenced by your statement that if I try to impose a deadline on you, you will only process my request slower. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 

 
 
David Crofts. 
 
 
P.S. I believe part of A.H.P.R.A.’s “necessary administrative tasks” is to provide feedback on the progress of 

all notifications, so I must repeat me request for a response once more. This response is part of your duty 
to me and not connected with your obligations to the Board. 

 
 
P.P.S. You have an obligation to me, Saji and the Board to allow the un-obstructed flow of all information that 

each of the concerned parties feel relevant when co-ordinating what arguments should be allowed to be 
presented to the Board.  Any exclusion of information I feel important would indicate to me a serious lack 
of appropriate consideration for the decision make capacities of the Board as I believe all information that 
I have provided is both logically connected and true, and clearly indicating a unique course of action. 

 
 
P.P.P.S. You seem to use the words “assessment”, “consideration” and “investigation” interchangeably, so I have 

serious doubts that you have your role as facilitator of the just “response”, clear in your own mind.   



From: David Crofts [mailto:david.crofts@gmail.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, 27 June 2012 5:21 AM 
To: vic-notifications@ahpra.gov.au 
Subject: FW: The failure of Saji Damodaran to comply with his legal obligations as a service provider. 
 
ATTN :- Veronika Urh :- Manager, Notifications 
 
Your Reference Number :- 00224662 
 
Dear Ms. Urh, 
 
I feel that you and I have an “obligation” to try and include Dr. Damodaran  
inside the fold of the responsible medical professional.  
 
To help me to do this, I ask that you, please provide to me, all the details  
of any defence he may have made to the board when asked to justify his actions.  
This will allow me to better appreciate his actions and the motives that were driving them.  
I may then be more able to constructively use this valuable insight into the unfortunate  
circumstances he may have found himself in, and therefore be more able to grant to him  
the appropriate allowance for his failings. 
 
According to you, the board “noted”, “considered” and “decided” to stop  
trying to “conclude”, before, it in fact, concluded anything at all !!!!  
 
I believe that the board is better than that. 
 
I “feel” that you are taking liberties with the accurate re-presentation of  
the findings and determinations of the board, and that you are  
“bending” them to serve what you “personally” understand to be  
the “indicated” response.  
 
I feel if you accurately reflect the board, your next statement will be  
a request for me to excuse your previous outburst. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
David Crofts. 
 

 
 
From: David Crofts [mailto:david.crofts@gmail.com]  
Sent: Saturday, 9 June 2012 10:15 AM 
To: vic-notifications@ahpra.gov.au 
Subject: RE: The failure of Saji Damodaran to comply with his legal obligations as a service provider. 
 
ATTN :- Veronika Urh :- Manager, Notifications 
 
Your Reference Number :- 00224662 
 
Dear Ms. Urh, 
 
When a business offers service in an public advertisement :-  
 
It is against the law to withhold the offered service from one and not all customers. 
 
David Crofts. 
 
P.S. 
 
In response to my review, Saji deliberately withdrew the location of his business shingle…. 



Add reviewAdd review

FindFind
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David Crofts

From: David Crofts <david.crofts@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, 17 April 2012 10:37 AM

To: VIC-NOTIFICATIONS

Subject: [Fwd: SUBJECT: Doctor Saji Damodaran (2) My "Notification of HIM"] - 2012.04.17 

@ 10:30 AM

Attachments: SUBJECT: Doctor Saji Damodaran (2) My "Notification of HIM" - 2012.04.15 (1.21 

MB)

FW: SUBJECT: Doctor Saji Damodaran (2) My "Notification of HIM"

2012.04.17 @ 10:30 AM

Dear Leanne,

Instead of facilitating the "enterance" to "reality" for his patients,

Saji "forbids" "his" patients from passing through it !!!!

Regards,

David Crofts.

P.S.

This means he is a negative influence for curing the on set of one's

first psychosis.

P.P.S.

My Thanks Go To Bill Orchard,

He facilitated my return from the other side of reality.

However, I still yearn to re visit the entrance.

This universe needs to be considered just one of many to get one's end

into this entrance however. I hope that Bill's universe is not sore with

me !!!!

P.P.P.S.

This email demands that you respond with more than acknowledgment.


